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Barry Pankhurst MIBB

1) : … Barry Pankhurst MIBB
2) Occupation: I was A Master Baker and Confectioner specializing
in Cake Decoration, and Bakery training and products specialist to
the Middle and Far East countries
3) Location: British but living in Indonesia for the past 17 years
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 58 years old
5) Year of diagnosis: 2005
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: over the past 10 years
Diagnoses confirmed 3 times
7) Type of dementia: (Mixed Dementia) Alzheimer’s, LBD and
Parkinson’s disease
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Starting my own dementia
related website (www.facesofdementia.co.uk) writing and
publishing two books about how the illness affects me:
(Faces of Dementia) Poetic thoughts within Alzheimer’s)
(Life’s Paradise Lost My Alzheimer’s Pathway)
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
… I am very fortunate as I have an excellent Neurologist doctor
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
I am very fortunate as I have an excellent Neurologist doctor who I
have been seeing since the beginning of my diagnoses
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? hear-in lies
a big problem as my Indonesian family had not even heard about
Dementia/ Alzheimer’s until I was diagnosed, neither do we have
any Alzheimer’s society or any lines of support so I had to educate
the family myself and also act as support for my dear wife, in a
nutshell where we live in Indonesia we are in an utterly go it alone
situation
12) Date (Year-Mo-Date)… 24 March 2015
Barry's website is www.facesofdementia.co.uk
and he is very active in Dementia Mentors.
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Craig Hanke

1) : Mr. Craig R. Hanke
2) Occupation: Retired Correctional Sergeant for the state of Wisconsin
Department of Corrections
3) Location: USA, WI
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 55
5) Year of diagnosis: 2014
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: Six Months
7) Type of dementia: Lewy Body Dementia, with early onset of
Parkinson’s
8) Since diagnosis: I take pride in the fact that I am still able to function
in a pretty normal cognitive mode. I realize that I can no longer do
many things without assistance but I will not let this disease control me.
9) I wish my primary doctor knew way more about dementia then He
actually does. He had little or no knowledge of what Lewy Body
dementia was. I wish he knew how it affects me and everyone else with
it individually.
10) My Neurologist knew quite a bit about dementia but not Lewy
body in particular. Lewy Body was new to her. I wish she knew the
person I used to be before diagnosis. In my profession, I went from
receiving numerous awards, to at the end being reprimanded for things
that I had no idea were happening.
11) I wish my family knew how this disease can affect me from day to
day. There are some days where I “seem and act” normal. There are
other days where the least little noise or action can change my whole
day. The other thing is that just because I have this disease doesn’t
mean I’m the “village idiot.” Some members of my family have treated
me that way since being diagnosed.
12) Date: March 23, 2015
Craig is in Dementia Mentors and involved in
arranging and supervising care of his mother.
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

: Eduktr
Occupation: Previous – School principal & teacher
Location: Canada, Saskatchewan
Age at tentative diagnosis: 40
Year of diagnosis: 2013
For definitive diagnosis: about 14 months…I did seek diagnosis
when the problems began. The doctors made a diagnosis of
dementia in 2009 but I did not pursue the testing as requested.
7) Type of dementia: Lewy Body (probably)
8) Since diagnosis: I take pride in maintaining a positive attitude
and being able to laugh about some of the challenges. I am
alone and still live in my home although I am preparing to
relocate to a retirement condo. I do not see this as loss but
rather a gain…I will be able to benefit from services such as
housekeeping and meals so that I can live fully for longer. I try
very hard for people to understand the importance of their health
and encourage friends to be responsible for their well-being.
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
She is not well-versed in LBD but has had previous patients
with dementia. She is a good listener and that counts for a lot.
Because LBD patients are often sensitive to medications (I am),
it would have helped if she knew more about that.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
My neurologist is not a specialist in dementia and I knew that
when I chose to work with her. I attempted to work with our
dementia specialist but he did not have any people manners and
did not listen. He seemed very old school in his thoughts and
incapable of thinking outside what is presented as the “norm” of
dementia. I chose to go back to my original neurologist and
accept that she is less experienced.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?

My family has never been neither a close nor open family. We
do not communicate feelings and my parents are not hands-on
parents. Of course, I wish they would be better advocates and
better informed to shoulder this with me, to take a stand for
things and keep an eye for me. To be able to take leadership and
offer suggestions or help.
Member of Dementia Mentors
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1. : Garry George Wilkes
2. Occupation: Composer, Lyricist
3. Nation & state: USA – Oregon
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: 52
5. Year of diagnosis: 2006
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: 9yrs (still not 100% certain
but getting closer)
7. Type of dementia: Long-term untreated major depression
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? A) I’ve gotten closer to
family and friends. Especially my two grown children. B) I am
composing serious major musical works: a) Beauty and the
Beast – the ballet is my greatest musical work. It is being
orchestrated for full orchestra; b) a new major musical.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? How to avoid a misguided diagnosis. Refer to
specialist, though they have been hard to find these last 9 yrs.
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? He an M.D. And he doesn’t know the wonderful
dementia drug Namenda is any good. He says, “It doesn’t
work”. (He is dead wrong)
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? … about
you? That I am challenged by a brain disorder that causes small
strokes, makes me lose my grooming habits, and robs me of a
normal memory. Memory is a precious gift.
Garry’s website is www.garrygeorgewilkes.com
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1. : Gayle Harris
2. Occupation: Principle IT Teacher for Microsoft Corporation
3. Location: Australia Qld
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: ……45…(began to be ill but was
misdiagnosed for three years)
5. Year of diagnosis: …2013
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: 3
7. Type of dementia: Lewy Body Dementia
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? I am undertaking a
degree at University, and despite the major changes to my life
have remained positive, happy and lead a fulfilling life even
though it is entirely different to my life prior to diagnosis.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? I am blessed to have a Doctor who is not only very
well versed in my Dementia, she knows me very well
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? Again my Geriatrician and I have a very good
relationship. I wish that the one that diagnosed me initially had
been more understanding, and provided me with more
info.rmation. However I have not seen him since.
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? My
family all are very aware of my symptoms, and make sure they
are as informed as they can be.
Gayle is member Dementia Alliance International.
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Gene in Pennsylvania

: …Gene

1.

2. Previous/current occupation(s?): …art teacher, artist
3. Nation,& state if desired: …pa
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: …2010
5. Year of diagnosis: …2011
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: …3wks
7. Type of dementia: ….early onset
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? painting and
cartooning
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? …more referral info
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? …more in-depth info about
progression
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? …
about you?…how it feels
12. Date (Year-Mo-Date)…03/05/15
Gene has cartooning website at http://cartoonsandfineart.com/
He is member of Dementia Mentors & joining DAI also.
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1) : Gill Haygreen
2) Previous/current occupation(s?): 10 years – IT in Magazine
Subscription, Housing Officer – Social Housing/local authority.
Final (and dream!) job: Housing Support Officer for YMCA
working with 16-25 year homeless young adults. NOW: Early
retirement
3) Location: Derbyshire /Staffordshire UK. (Living on a boat so
no real permanent address)
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 58
5) Year of diagnosis: 2012
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: 3 years
7) Type of dementia, if known: Early Onset Alzheimer’s Disease
– [abnormalities in medial temporal lobes, more on the right
side]
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? A) I started a blog –
www.gillhaygreen.com called ‘Before I Forget’ to record my
own personal experiences of living with the disease. I also
hoped that it would be part of a growing circle of people writing
to educate what it is really like to live with it. I am writing all
my memories down which is turning into a book which I am not
sure anybody will be interested to read but it helps me. It is not
a ‘memory book’ because it is now over 70,000 words long! ;
B) I am proud to have joined an online group of friends who
support each other online across the world. They have inspired
and motivated me to try and bring some awareness and
education locally of what it is like to live with the disease and
how services can learn from us, the people with dementia. I am
already in touch with someone and am now about to really get
involved.; C) Since having to stop work, I have started taking
photographs and then make cards with them. I am proud of
them because they are a reflection of what I can do and who I
am.; D) I have more time to read now and I review books for
authors and publishers. It is important to promote books
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especially if you are a new author trying to get others to read
your work, and what better way than by personal
recommendation. It is hard work when I have days when my
ability to process words is not always great, and writing the
review is even more difficult. But, I use this as my ‘brain
training’ exercise and my reward can be an email from an author
regarding my review.
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? I am extremely fortunate to have a
lovely GP who treats me as a person, not a disease. She admits
herself that she wishes she knew more about the disease,
especially for YOAD. That is the thing I wish for primary
physicians to know about, what problems there are for people
who are newly diagnosed. I wish that more PWD could be more
involved in service management to educate everyone working in
the field.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? Again, I am fortunate to have a
Consultant who listens and tries to accommodate my particular
needs and wishes. I also wish that she has more resources to
call upon to give/point to people with newly diagnosed
dementias. We have discussed the fact that as yet information
regarding EOD is lacking and she says including herself. I
wish that more PWD could be more involved in service
management to educate everyone working in the field.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? … about
you?
I wish my family would acknowledge I have this disease. I
want them to journey with me, learn with me, understand more
with me, and not fear discussing it now because nobody thinks it
is time yet.

Gill writes at www.gillhaygreen.com
and is active with Dementia Mentors
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K. Jennifer Bute

1)
Label: K. Jennifer Bute
2) Previous/current occupation(s?): … Doctor both in rural Africa
and as Family Doctor in UK and in Medical education
3) Nation, & state if desired: Somerset UK
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 63 but I knew age 59
5) Year of diagnosis: 2008
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: 5 years
7) Type of dementia, if known: mixed alzheimers & high cholesterol (
Familial condition)
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Making teaching videos
speaking around the country to professionals as well as carers and
general public
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
He has been to one of my lectures I try to keep him informed and
educated!
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
I have always kept a log of changes to my condition which I
deliver each year in short summary These Neurologists are
fascinated by dementia and are doing research constantly anyway
so I am spoilt!
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? again they
are brilliant have all been given information on how to deal with
me how to understand dementia and what to do etc ( all available
on my website www.gloriousopportunity.org )
“I see my dementia as a privilege, to understand it from the inside, an
opportunity, to share knowledge and understanding so overall an
unexpected gift !”
Jennifer has website www.gloriousopportunity.org.
She is member of Dementia Alliance International
and is also an active Dementia Mentor.
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Karen Francis

1) : Karen Francis
2) Occupation: Social work (MSW), kitchen and bath
designer/interior deisgn
3) Location: Pennsylvania, US
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 46
5) Year of diagnosis: 46
6) How long for definitive diagnosis:
7) Type of dementia: not specified – I have seizures, short
term memory loss; problems with concentration/thinking,
depth perception and balance as a result of a traumatic brain
injury
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? I am consulting for 2
companies as their “dementia expert” since I’ve spent most of
my professional life working with the dementia population. I
continue to run support groups and part of the Alzheimer’s
Association public policy committee for Pennsylvania. I am
still Co-Chair of the Adult and Aging Advisory Committee
for Lehigh County. The year after my head injury, I organized
a caregiver conference with over 400 in attendance.
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? I wish she felt more comfortable prescribing the
medications I need to keep the seizures under control.
Because my cognitive impairment is a result of a head injury,
I think she still believes that I’m going to get better but I think
this is my new normal. Apparently, she doesn’t communicate
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with or read any information from my neurologist. My
primary care doctor is fairly new to me, my regular doctor
retired, so I don’t think she realizes that I taught other people
about disease, illness, injury to the brain before I sustained the
TBI. I understand what has happened to me. My neurologist
says that sometimes she thinks the depression I feel is because
I understand what has happened to me, I understand my
prognosis. She always tells me to stop thinking so much and
relax.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? My neurologist says that sometimes she thinks the
depression I feel is because I understand what has happened
to me, I understand my prognosis. I understand the radiology
report and findings. I understand how poorly I have done on
my cognitive exams. I think she really knows me as we were
friends/colleagues before I needed to start seeing her.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? I
think my children fully understand that I am changed and
know because they’ve been around me more than anyone else
in my life, what challenges I face. I don’t think my sisters or
my mother believe there is anything wrong because my
wounds have healed on the outside. I know that boyfriend
who has known me since we were 11 years old and knows me
a well as my family is in denial. He really doesn’t understand
what the doctors have told him. He too thinks that because I
can still talk about things we did when we were in school and
church when we were kids , because I can still have an
intelligent conversation (most of the time) and talk about
things I have known, learned over the years, that there is
nothing wrong with my brain. My MRI say differently.
12) Date (Year-Mo-Date)…3/9/2015
Karen is very active in Dementia Mentors project and also
member of Dementia Alliance International
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1). : Kathleen Anduze
2). Occupation: Former Registered Nurse and Medical Practice Site
Director, Wife & Mother
3). Location: United States of America, New York State
4). Tentative Diagnosis: 51 years old at age of working diagnosis
5). Year of Diagnosis: 2011
6). Definitive Diagnosis: 18 months later, in early 2013, I was given a
DaT Scan . I was then told by my neurologist who specializes in
Lewy Body Dementia, that his suspicions were confirmed by the
DaT Scan.
7). Type of Dementia: Lewy Body Dementia
8). Since diagnosis: I have always been an amateur painter, and since
my diagnosis, I have noticed that my paintings have taken on the
impasto feel/technique, which is a very expressive form of painting.
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My painting entitled, "Peace on Earth" was chosen by Lewy Body
Dementia Association to represent them for their annual holiday
greeting card.
I also take pride in raising awareness and support for Lewy Body
Dementia. My family and I are hosting an ice cream social in May
2015 to support the LBDA. The event will be held on our family
farm.
9). What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia:
My primary MD was one of the first to recognize this illness in
me. He was very knowledgeable and encouraged me to see a
specialist.
10). What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
My neurologist specializes in Lewy Body Dementia. I advise
anyone who asks me, to take the time to see a specialist at a hospital
such as Lahey Hospital in Boston.
11). What do you wish your family knew about dementia? I am
thankful that my family made it a priority to learn about this illness.

Kat is member of Dementia Mentors
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

: …Lauren U…
Previous/current occupation(s?): …RN..
Nation, & state if desired: …USA, California….
Age at tentative diagnosis: …46…
Year of diagnosis: …2010….
How long for definitive diagnosis: …4yrs…
Type of dementia, if known: …Lewy Body mix….
Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Better professional
understanding of Lewy Body hallucinations thru my art and
participation in training workshops …
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? … that even tho there are psychiatric symptoms
with Lewy Body dementia, it needs to be treated as neurological
disorder, not psychiatric disorder …
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? … Wish knew more options for sleep issues that
come from Lewy Body dementia …
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? … I am
sorry that they are struggling too …
•

Transcribed by Truthful L. Kindness 2015-01/30
Lauren is very involved in Dementia Mentors.
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Laurie A. Scherrer

1) : Laurie A. Scherrer
Occupation: Bank VP, Sales & Mgr 23-person Phone Center
Location: Pennsylvania U.S.A.
Age at tentative diagnosis: 55
Year of diagnosis: 2013
How long for definitive diagnosis: 9 months
Type of dementia, if known: Young Onset Alzheimer’s & FTD
Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in?
Writing Articles and preparing Sign Language for Dementia Videos
for helping people in the early stages of dementia, Helping others
with dementia through chats, Decorating our beautiful home,
Gardening, Repairing/Painting & restoring rusty old things that
would have been thrown out (i.e. Shed, wheelbarrow, Shepherd’s
hook) – bringing them back to life makes me feel renewed.
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia &
you? My Verbal Communication is poor – get with the times and
offer email options. Dealing with your office people on the phone
is difficult.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia &
you? I know what is happening to me – I feel the changes. I know
when I’m “different” - I just can’t control it. I’m scared and I want
straight answers – if you don’t know, tell me or better yet find out.
My Verbal Communication is poor – get with the times and offer
email options. Dealing with your office people on the phone is
difficult.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia & you?
More about how to handle what is to come, take advantage of
the information available now so we can make plans and lessen
their burden/stress later.
Laurie writes blog at www.dementiadaze.com. She is member
of both Dementia Alliance International & Dementia Mentors
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
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1.

: marion james

2. Occupation: medical records, transporter. Mother, day care
worker,
3. Location: usa texas
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: 58
5. Year of diagnosis: 2013
6. How long for definitive diagnosis? two years diagnosis
7. Type of dementia if known: hydrocephalus with decliniing
dementia
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? I am excited by being able
to take care of my self. On bad days I have horrible brain fog.
Scrambled speech or forget what was said. I try my best to help
others.that makes me feel good. I love card ministry. I can sign a
card and offer hope to someone. I'm not giving up hope.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? Most of all I wish my Dr knew note
about dementia. Yes I givebmy permission for this to be shared.
I love that here I dont feel alone. I van just be me. January 18 at
8:00pm ·
Member both Dementia Alliance International
& Dementia Mentors
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1) : Max McCormick
2) Occupation: Pediatric Physician Assistant
3) Location: USA, Colorado
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 53
5) Year of diagnosis: 2011
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: 3 months
7) Type of dementia, if known: FTD
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Relationships with
husband and children, painting, knitting, taking care of house,
gardening, participating in research
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia
& you? My primary physician is very supportive and caring. I
wish the staff knew that FTD isn't the same as Alzheimer's. I am
still an intelligent, capable person.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? He is very knowledgeable about FTD and sensitive to
me as a person.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? My
family is awesome. They understand a lot.
Max is member of Dementia Alliance International
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RESOURCES:
www.dementiaallianceinternational.org
www.dementiamentors.com
Active Websites by PWD (Persons With Dementia)
http://www.facesofdementia.co.uk
Barry Pankhurst
http://mason4233.wordpress.com
Chris Roberts
Christine Bryden w/ FThttp://www.christinebryden.com
http://www.ftdnoflowers.blogspot.com
Cindy Odell
Daryl Lees w/EOA https://daryl2510.wordpress.com
Dementia Alliance Intern http://www.dementiaallianceinternational.org/blog
Dementia Mentors' videohttp://www.dementiamentors.com/videos.html
http://www.alzsupport.org/Kramer_s_Corner.html
Dr. David Kramer
Dr. Jennifer Bute's webhttp://gloriousopportunity.org
George Rook
http://georgerook51.wordpress.com
http://mrshsgreen.com
Gill HS Green

Greg O'Brien
Harry Urban
Howard Glick

Joe Potocny
John Sandblom
Kate Swaffer
Ken Clasper
Laurie Scherrer
Mel Wagner
Mick Carmody

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-obrien
http://mythoughtsondementia.com/blog.html

http://earlydementiasupport.blogspot.com
http://living-with-alzhiemers.blogspot.com
http://www.earlyonsetatypicalalzheimers.com/blog

http://kateswaffer.com/daily-blog
http://ken-kenc2.blogspot.com.au
http://dementiadaze.com/blogs
https://mwagner21.wordpress.com/category/diagnosis

http://carmodym59.wordpress.com
Norman Mc Namara http://tdaa.co.uk
http://phelps2645.blogspot.com
Rick Phelps
http://lbdlivingbeyonddiagnosis.com/my-blog.html
Robert Bowles
http://rustyhiggins2014.com
Russell Scott
http://parkblog-silverfox.blogspot.com
Silverfox
http://mafroggy.blogspot.com
Terri Gadal
Truthful Kindness http://truthfulkindness.com
Valerie Blumenthal http://wisewordslostforwords.wordpress.com
http://whichmeamitoday.wordpress.com/blog
Wendy 7713
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RESPONSE FORM:
“How we made a difference for self and those around us AFTER diagnosis”

A dementia brain-storming project by Persons With Dementia
Send to truthfulkindness@sbcglobal.net or 19200 Harbor Ave, Ft Bragg, CA 95437
Up-dated online version of this project is available at
www.truthfulkindness.com/dementia-success-stories,
& we hope to re-print later including stories from additional Persons With Dementia.

1) Label (name or other): …………………………………………..
2) Previous/current occupation(s?): ………………………………..
3) Nation, & state if desired: ………………………………………
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: ………………………………………
5) Year of diagnosis: ……………………………………………….
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: ………………………………
7) Type of dementia: ……………………………………………….
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or accomplishment do
you take pride in? ………………………………………………….
….………………………………………………………………….
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
12) Date (Year-Mo-Date)……………………………………………
If transcribed, then by whom? ………………………………………………………..
Yes, I give my permission for the above information to be published hard-copy &
online, in collective grouping called, “Dementia Success Stories: How we made a
difference for self and those around us AFTER diagnosis”.
Please sign with full legal name: (full legal name not to be published but only name
listed as “label”)
………………….………………………………………………………………………
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RESPONSE FORM:
“How we made a difference for self and those around us AFTER diagnosis”

A dementia brain-storming project by Persons With Dementia
Send to truthfulkindness@sbcglobal.net or 19200 Harbor Ave, Ft Bragg, CA 95437
Up-dated online version of this project is available at
www.truthfulkindness.com/dementia-success-stories,
& we hope to re-print later including stories from additional Persons With Dementia.

1) Label (name or other): …………………………………………..
2) Previous/current occupation(s?): ………………………………..
3) Nation, & state if desired: ………………………………………
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: ………………………………………
5) Year of diagnosis: ……………………………………………….
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: ………………………………
7) Type of dementia: ……………………………………………….
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or accomplishment do
you take pride in? ………………………………………………….
….………………………………………………………………….
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?
….………………………………………………………………….
12) Date (Year-Mo-Date)……………………………………………
If transcribed, then by whom? ………………………………………………………..
Yes, I give my permission for the above information to be published hard-copy &
online, in collective grouping called, “Dementia Success Stories: How we made a
difference for self and those around us AFTER diagnosis”.
Please sign with full legal name: (full legal name not to be published but only name
listed as “label”)
………………….………………………………………………………………………
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https://paper.li/f-1408973778
"PWD Perspective"
online newsletter:
See life "Thru the Looking Glass" of fellow PWD
(Persons With Dementia) life perceptions.
Apply resource of PWD lived experiences,
& watch your own PWD relationships blossom as result.

No revisions, explanations, or printing format is available
with this "newsletter"
so I don't need to worry about copyright infringement;
the "newsletter" is simply a collection of gathered links just like
a search engine provides.
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1. Melanie P. Wagner
2. Occupation: was a Correctional Officer & wife and mom
3. Location: USA, Upstate New York
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: 40 years old
5. Year of diagnosis: 2011
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: Definitive 2011
7. Type of dementia: Fronto-Temporal Dementia; Early-Onset of
Alzheimer’s; Cortico-Basal Syndrome
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Just started a personal blog
on the experiences I have gone through before, during and after
diagnosis and the ongoing treatments, tests and everyday living at:
https://mwagner21.wordpress.com/ . Recently joined the Dementia
Alliance International. My family and I have been advocating and
spreading awareness about Early-Onset of Alzheimer’s and
Dementia. We do the annual Walk to End Alzheimer’s and The
Longest Day along with our daughter who does fundraising through
her school.
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9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? Wow – where to start. First: Admitting to not knowing
enough or if anything about the disease of Early-Onset of
Alzheimer’s and Dementia. Second: Better communication; training
and learning to be able to help me and my family more. Third: If not
able to fully understand or want to take the time to learn more than
refer us to a better and more educated primary care provider.
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
Finally after going through many specialists, I have finally found
one who knows a lot about the disease and being proactive instead
of the many others before, who either lacked in education or
helpfulness and who just wrote me off with that there’s no cure, so
“why bother” Type of treatment.
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? More
motivation to get a better understanding of the disease. More and
more patience with me and when I act “normal” to the disease’s side
effects, that they would be more understanding. Also, be more of a
support in informing others in our immediate life on the “why and
how” I act and that I can’t control what I do or say. I have a great
family, but learning and understanding and patience (and I do
understand at times this is really hard) but those 3 words – mean the
world to me especially on my bad days.

Mel blogs at https://mwagner21.wordpress.com/category/diagnosis/
& is member of Dementia Alliance International.
March 2015 blogs on recent hospital experiences titled “Terror”
Chapters 1-3 are especially important blog entries.
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Michael in South Carolina
Previous Occupation: International Marketing Manager (Chem. Eng)
with GE/ Started and operated a successful restaurant chain/ College
and Technical Professor for Culinary Arts and Restaurant Management
Location: Hilton Head Island, SC
Diagnosed: Oct 2014 with MCI and possible EOAD 55 years of age.
Time for diagnosis: Still awaiting further testing to confirm EOAD
Type: EOAD with possible Parkinsons (at this time)
Since diagnosis: Learning as much about this disease as possible. Had
taken care of parents with the disease for 5 years prior to Dad's passing
just 5 months before my diagnosis. Feel that all things happen for a
reason, so hoping to educate others on how to live with the disease and
how to care for those that have it. Co-started an online support group
for people with dementia "Living Healthy With EOAD" . Involved
daily with other support groups. Eating healthy. Using coconut oil and
seeing success with speech.
Primary Physician: My primary is pretty good, although he has very
little understanding about EOAD. Seems almost "fearful" of making
any changes without my neurologist.
Specialist: Neurologist isn't properly educated in this field. Has access
to Clinical trials but doesn't have all the information as needed. Seems
to want to "dismiss" EOAD even though I have the symptoms because
of my age and "still able to dress myself".
Family: Terribly miss my parents and sister. Have one remaining
sister but she doesn't believe it. Have 6 children 19 - 30. Multi-racial
adopted family (1 biological). Most are understanding but live too far
away and are too involved in their own lives to be of any real
support. My partner, Mike of 10 years is very supportive as is my exwife. Both are understanding. We all truly believe that we WILL see
improvements is out lifetime for this disease. Early diagnosis is
critical!!!
3/6/15

Michael is involved with Dementia Mentors.
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: Michael David Carmody ( prefer Mick)
1.
2. Previous Occupation: Hospitality Industry, Sales, Truck
Driving
3. Nation and State: Australia. Queensland, Brisbane
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: 58 years of age
5. Year of diagnosis: 2013
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: 6 months
7. Type of dementia: FTD
8. Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Joining the Consumer
Dementia Research Network, Dementia Alliance International. (
Circle of Friends member) and Advocate for Dementia Friendly
Communities.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? My primary physician would do much better to find
out more about FTD than questioning the validity of my
diagnosis even though it has come from my Geriatrician.
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? My Specialist Physician is one in a million, kind,
gentle, good listener, straight talker, Dementia is his forte. He
believes that he can diagnose FTD through scans but what goes
on inside my head he has no idea and I shall teach him.
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? My
wife, children ( grown up ) grandson and my eldest sister are the
only ones who are interested in my diagnosis. I have three other
siblings who are either to scared or are unwilling to find out.
They ring me at Christmas that is all. That is not my fault, they
are the ones missing out
Mick has a blog at http://carmodym59.com/
and is very active in Dementia Alliance International.
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Mrs. Professor

1) : Nickname - Mrs.Professor …
2) Occupation:Translator in 7 languages in the medical field
3) Location: German / Germany…
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 53 years …
5) Year of diagnosis: 54 years…
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: 1 year…
7) Type of dementia: LBD….
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in?
-

Wrote 2 books – my 3 book will be launched Oct.2015

-

Have about 30 lectures on dementia in front of big audience
(even 1000 people)

-

Present in talk-shows to change improve the awareness
about the different faces of dementia

-

The Chair of the European Working Group of pwd

-

Board member of AE (Alzheimer Europe)

-

Ambassador of Purple Angel

-

Commitment Award in the field of dementia /awarded by
German Government
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9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia?
He should know about the symptoms possible at younger age
He should offer non-pharmacological approach, too
He should treat and see me holistic not only reduced to my brain
defficiency
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? …
-He should know about the symptoms possible at younger age
-

He should be up-to-date with research in dementia field
-He should offer non-pharmacological approach, too

11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?
Should know better about the changes in my personality due to
dementia
Should get powerful messages for themselves to better cope
with my condition
Should help me be independent as long as possible
12) Date (Year-Mo-Date)…23.03.2015
If transcribed, then by whom? By my son Jens Rohra….

Helga is on the Board of Dementia Alliance International,
and an active Dementia Mentor.
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Paulan in Ohio
1) : Paulan
2) Occupation: 10 years as operations director for major financial
institution and 20 years owning a travel consulting firm
3) Location: USA, Ohio
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 57 yrs
5) Year of diagnosis: 2012
6) How long for definitive diagnosis? 3 yrs
7) Type of dementia, if known: Vascular dementia
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in? Working as a mentor &
providing feedback to others newly diagnosed. Link for
“Dementia in the Dark” video is www.vimeo.com/115911169
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? Everything – my primary care doctor basically
ignores it and doesn’t ask or talk about it. I think she doesn’t
know what to say. I doubt if she knows about medicine and
interactions with dementia. She does prescribe high blood
pressure med and cholesterol for vascular dementia but she had
been doing that for years.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? 1 year between appointments is ridiculous in a
progressive disease situation. The specialist should provide
some more feedback to the patient. He gave me nothing –
nothing about what dementia was, no reference flyers of
booklets, no suggestion for online help.
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? My
family doesn’t understand the full ramifications of what’s
happening to me – lots of denial. They just think dementia is only
about forgetting.They tend to underestimate my symptoms. Hope
this helps.

Paulan is member of Dementia Alliance International
and also very active in Dementia Mentors.
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Dementia Mentors Virtual Memory Cafe Tour

https://vimeo.com/118485569
We at Dementia Mentors want to give you a sneak peak
at a Virtual Memory Cafe.
For more information go to www.dementiamentors.com

Brief video selections also available at

www.dementiamentors.com/videos.html
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Robert Bowles, Jr

1) : Robert Bowles, Jr.…
2) Previous/current occupation(s?):Pharmacist
3) Nation, & state if desired: …USA, Georgia……
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 64…
5) Year of diagnosis: …2012…
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: …2012…
7) Type of dementia, if known:Lewy Body Dementia……
8) Since diagnosis, what one or more action, success, or
accomplishment do you take pride in?
A) October 2013 – Lewy Body Awareness Event – raised over
$26,000 and netted over $16,000 (after golft cart raffle and
promo) to give to LBDA;
B) October 2014 – Spoke at LBDA inaugural Leg-It-For-Lewy in
Stone Mountain, Georgia;
C) 2014 - LBDA did ad Fall Flyer – Tri-fold “Robert Bowles –
Making a Difference;
D) October 2014 –Administrate Facebook Page – Forget Me Not
– Lewy Body Dementia [[
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1466664356939288/ ]];
E) January 2015 – Started Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/LBDlivingbeyonddiagnosis;
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F) January 2015 – Started website
[[www.lbdlivingbeyonddiagnosis.com .;
G) January 2015 started Thomaston Memory Café;
H) March 2015 will sart Cambridge House Memory Café n
Thomaston.;
I) April 2015 will start Cambridge House Memory Café
Newnan Guest on Conversations in Care Radio Program with
discussion of my journey with LBD;
J) Guest on Alzheimer’s Speaks Radio Program – Dementia
Chats – Ask the Experts 2nd and 4th Tuesday every month
Guest on Alzheimer’s Speaks Radio Program on Tuesday
mornings;
K) Soon to be a guest on Gary Joseph LeBlanc program –
Commonsense Caregiving with discussion about LBD My
mantras are “You’re your family like never before and Life is
a gift from God .
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? I wished they realized there was
LIFE after diagnosis… Recently saw a physician and he asked
me if I could comprehend what I read. I suggested that he take
the documents that I was leaving with him and let me know
what he thinks after reading them …
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? There is life after diagnosis
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia? There is
so much that I can still do. Let me fail because there is so much
I can still do …
Robert blogs at http://lbdlivingbeyonddiagnosis.com/my-blog.html
He is member of Dementia Alliance International and
Very active with Dementia Mentors
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Sincerely Cecil

1.
2. Occupation: Military Police Law Enforcement Supervisor
USAF Ret. Special Education Teacher/ High School and
Night Hospice Nurse 17 years each
3. Nation, & state if desired: …Washington State USA
4. Age at tentative diagnosis: …57
5. Year of diagnosis: …2012
6. How long for definitive diagnosis: …4years
7. Type of dementia: …. Posterior Cortical Atrophy
8. Accomplishments since diagnosis: Adjusting to Impred
vision, Re-teaching personal skills to include personal care,
household tasks, quilting, crochet and calligraphy.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? “I have dementia but dementia doesn't have me. "
Quote from my friend Jan W. who is also a PCA sufferer. I
have found that I can still do things, but I have to do them
differently and finding new ways can take a while!
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? … about you? … I have my reasoning, I have my
judgment it's just up, down, right left, inside, outside and hot
and cold that are all messed up.
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? …
about you?… I'm still me, and I remember everything - even
though I lose my speech, my vision and my ability follow
quantities and numbers or do things safely, it doesn't mean
I'm not here anymore. The thing is they don't know how
much time I've got left but their best guess is about a few
more years. I'd just as soon not waste them.
12.
Date (2015 March 8
Cecil: “We all have become medicine for each other …
I … like to help people grasping at straws 'cause I got a wide
collection of the best ones that work really good” per Cecil.
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1. Susan, Mom, Grandma, sister
2. I was a single mother of two daughters. I worked odd jobs as a
Nanny, mowed lawns and such, and went to Nursing school. I
worked in a hospital, in orthopedics and then worked in an OB-GYN
doctors office. I was very proud to work there as we were on the
cutting edge of in-vitro fertilization. I worked 23 years in the
Nursing field, ending my career as a Hospice nurse. How ironic that
I started my career with beginning and the end of life. Ten years
ago, I was diagnosed with EOAD and my career as a nurse ended.
Not feeling sick and not acknowledging the diagnosis, I started a
house cleaning/organizing business. I kept very busy! Approximately
2 years ago, I became terribly confused with following through on
simple tasks, getting lost or not remembering where I was headed. I
also was having hand tremors and coordination problems in my legs.
I went to my PCP and was sent to neurologist. After eliminating any
other possible cause, it was determined that I have EOAD,
FTD/PPA.
3. Oklahoma, USA
4. I was 46 years old when I was given a diagnosis of EOAD and then
at the age of 55, the diagnosis of FTD/PPA.
5. I don't know the year of my first diagnosis! I'm guessing the
FTD/PPA was May 2012.
6. It took about 6 months for the FTD/PPA diagnosis. There were many
tests, from different doctors and the neurologist that finally
diagnosed me, sent all my test results to 3 other neurologists,
specializing in FTD to confirm his diagnosis.
7. I have a firm diagnosis of EOAD, FTD/PPA from 4 different
neurologists.
8. I have taken care of all my end of life planning, with a clear and open
discussion with my family, doctors and friends, about my final
wishes. I feel that for me, having those plans addressed and out of
the way, allows me to continue to live life with a fairly positive
outlook. I was feeling very bleak after I was given my diagnosis. I
searched the internet for answers, cures and solutions. I kept coming
up with "terminal"! In my searching, I realized that I wanted to hear
from someone living with this disease, to see how they were doing,
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how that felt, what could I expect, ect. I was fortunate enough to
meet several people who were blogging about their life with
dementia. Those contacts led me to social websites and private or
secret groups on FB. Last year, I was asked to be the Face of
Dementia for the local Alzheimer's Walk. I was given an opportunity
to help break the stigma of dementia and age.
I was asked to speak for a women's awareness group, once again,
giving me a platform to spread the word that people diagnosed can
have a life. I am now creating a monthly Memory Café in my area,
for those that are living with a diagnosis, can meet with one another
on a social level. I belong to several on-line sites, such as
DEMENTIAMENTORS.COM, where we can use Zoom to have
Virtual Cafes. People from all over the world come together, sharing
ideas, laughing and sometimes crying. My current goal is to raise
funds to travel to those I have met and are now at a time of being no
longer able to travel themselves. Just as in my career of Nursing,
these magnificent people I have met, are nearing their end. It is my
goal to be there for them.
9. I wish my doctors knew how functioning I can be on one day, and so
terribly unfunctional on another. I wish they would not talk around
me, as if I weren't fully present. I also wish that when a doctor does
not have any knowledge in the area of FTD/PPA or dementia of any
kind, that they would just tell me that in the very beginning. I hope
my PCP knows how much I trust him.
10. What I continually reflect back on after receiving my diagnosis, is
how alone I felt with it. How after being told there was no cure or
anything to slow it down, how afraid I was. My hope is to educate
the doctors handing out such life altering diagnosis, sharing with
them mine and hundreds of other's knowledge of living with
dementia. Giving them a resource package of contacts of other real
people, groups and educational materials, related to their diagnosis. I
want to tell them that they should explain that they themselves do not
have dementia, and therefore can never really know how it will affect
them, but here are people and resources to help you enjoy and work
with the life you will live now.
11. I hope my family knows how much I care about how they are
having to deal with this disease. How much I try to remain the
person they are familiar with.
Susan is in Dementia Alliance International
and very active as Dementia Mentor
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

: …. Tommy
Previous/current occupation(s?): … Compliance Manager
Nation, & state if desired: … Liverpool, England
Age at tentative diagnosis: … 58
Year of diagnosis: … 2011
How long for definitive diagnosis: …18 months
Type of dementia: ….young on-set Alzheimer's

8) Since diagnosis: I Won a Positive Achievement and a winner
of winners award for dementia in 2013
I'm Chair of Service Users Reference Forum, I've spoken at
university's and taught about dementia in schools
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? That dementia is not all about memory loss.
That I still have my intelligence and that I was very scared.
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? That every PWD is unique and it affects us in
different ways some by "the book" others quite differently but we
all have that fear that needs to be alleviated upon diagnoses
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?
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That not everything can be put down to stress, needs to think
Could be on set dementia and get it checked out.
That we still understand when they are talking about us in a room
12) Date: 2015 March 23
Quote on shirt:
“I may not have enough time left to see a world without dementia,
but I hope to see one that accepts it.”

Some of my favorite one-liners from Tommy:
May 27: I think the way forward with dementia is to have peer mentors
it’s a scary road but who better to lead you along it. Also Peer Carers.
Jun 13: The biggest communication problem ppl have is
they don’t listen to understand; they listen to reply.
Jul 23: My dementia is like walking on thin ice I don’t recognize it
getting thinner … but I know I will eventually fall through.
Aug 11: Dementia has taught me that I’m here to do a job it’s shown
me that I still have a purpose & a duty to fulfil before time runs out.
Aug 18: If you lost something you would look for it;
don’t give up looking for us.
Just because we don’t respond does not mean we don’t understand;
U may B like strangers to us & we were told not 2tlk 2 strangers.
Aug 21: our community is best thing since sliced bread
it gives us a world wide voice … but best of all Hope.
FaceTime is great because you can see the person
and for us PWD seeing a person is 90% of a conversation”
Sep 29: A caregiver full of hurt cannot listen with empathy.
PWD are walking a tightrope and our carers are our balancing pole.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

: Truthful L. Kindness
Occupation(s?): Office Mgr, Secretary, & Mother
Location: USA, California
Age at tentative diagnosis: 54yrs old
Year of diagnosis: 2012
Definitive diagnosis: still pending at UC Davis
Type of dementia: probable LewyBody Dementia
Since diagnosis: VERY involved in efforts to get valuerecognition for lived-experiences of Persons With Dementia
(PWD) within dementia-professions:
A. Involved with Dementia Alliance International's video
projects and Speaker's Bureau -including oral presentation in
ADI Conference of 2015;
B. Involved with Dementia Mentors' basic projects
including two instructional videos, a poster and the weekly
memory café groups;
C. Editor for monthly newsletter "PWD Perspective", which is
a gathering of many links from projects of Persons With
Dementia (PWD) and making available in a one-stop format;
https://paper.li/f-1408973778
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D. Editor for this booklet "PWD Dementia Success Stories"

available in up-dated online format at;
; http://truthfulkindness.com/dementia-success-stories/
E. Blog my lived experiences with dementia symptoms at
www.truthfulkindness.com, for dementia awareness;
F. Purple Angel dementia-ambassador www.purpleangelglobal.com and would love to begin efforts on the hospital
wristband project -which was the very first project that
caught my interest after diagnosis;
G. Basic relationship-enhancement projects and dementia
awareness among family and friends including things like
writing my own memoirs;
H. Various arts such as zentangles, crafts such as crochet &
sewing, and music efforts including new instrument of
Nevel Harp;
I. Daily exercise of at least one mile per day.
9. What do you wish your primary Physician knew about
dementia? Wish better understanding of Younger-onset dementia
and awareness of online peer opportunities for PWD groups.
10. What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about
dementia? Confident current specialist has competent
understanding of LewyBody & Younger Onset, but deeply wish the
last specialist had that understanding.
11. What do you wish your family knew about dementia? Wish they
were motivated to learn more coping techniques now, (before they
see the NEED) while I can see it happening and get confidence that
my future relationships are more secure from unnecessary
misunderstandings.
12. Date: 2015, Jan 17

I am in both Dementia Alliance International & Dementia Mentors.
Blog at www.truthfulkindness.com
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1) Label: Veda Meneghetti (Veda)
2) Occupation: Musician (rock)- songwriter, vocals, guitar
3) Nation, & state if desired: Australia, NSW south coast
4) Age at tentative diagnosis: 61 (2011)
5) Year of diagnosis: 2012
6) How long for definitive diagnosis: 9 months
7) Type: FTD/PPA/LPA (Logopenic Progressive Aphasia)
8) Since diagnosis: Presenting publicly (twice) at the Kiama Dementia
Friendly Community project
Deciding to say "I've got dementia and I don't give a damn who
knows"
My photography
My cooking (BBQ)
Helping other people with dementia
Smiling and looking happy when all I want to do is cry
9) What do you wish your primary Physician knew about dementia?
How to make me feel happier ...about you? How I feel
10) What do you wish your specialist Physician knew about dementia?
I hope they know what they're doing
11) What do you wish your family knew about dementia?
My partner looks after me. She understands what I'm going through,
most of the time.
My family live in another state and they know about my diagnosis.
My sister is the only one in my family who knows anything about
dementia but she doesn't know what I need. She can't shut up. They
have no idea about what I have to live with.
www.facebook.com/blossom.rock.3
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RESOURCES:
www.dementiaallianceinternational.org
www.dementiamentors.com
Active Websites by PWD (Persons With Dementia)
http://www.facesofdementia.co.uk
Barry Pankhurst
http://mason4233.wordpress.com
Chris Roberts
Christine Bryden w/ FThttp://www.christinebryden.com
http://www.ftdnoflowers.blogspot.com
Cindy Odell
Daryl Lees w/EOA https://daryl2510.wordpress.com
Dementia Alliance Intern http://www.dementiaallianceinternational.org/blog
Dementia Mentors' videohttp://www.dementiamentors.com/videos.html
http://www.alzsupport.org/Kramer_s_Corner.html
Dr. David Kramer
Dr. Jennifer Bute's webhttp://gloriousopportunity.org
George Rook
http://georgerook51.wordpress.com
http://mrshsgreen.com
Gill HS Green

Greg O'Brien
Harry Urban
Howard Glick

Joe Potocny
John Sandblom
Kate Swaffer
Ken Clasper
Laurie Scherrer
Mel Wagner
Mick Carmody

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-obrien
http://mythoughtsondementia.com/blog.html

http://earlydementiasupport.blogspot.com
http://living-with-alzhiemers.blogspot.com
http://www.earlyonsetatypicalalzheimers.com/blog

http://kateswaffer.com/daily-blog
http://ken-kenc2.blogspot.com.au
http://dementiadaze.com/blogs
https://mwagner21.wordpress.com/category/diagnosis

http://carmodym59.wordpress.com
Norman Mc Namara http://tdaa.co.uk
http://phelps2645.blogspot.com
Rick Phelps
http://lbdlivingbeyonddiagnosis.com/my-blog.html
Robert Bowles
http://rustyhiggins2014.com
Russell Scott
http://parkblog-silverfox.blogspot.com
Silverfox
http://mafroggy.blogspot.com
Terri Gadal
Truthful Kindness http://truthfulkindness.com
Valerie Blumenthal http://wisewordslostforwords.wordpress.com
http://whichmeamitoday.wordpress.com/blog
Wendy 7713
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PWD Dementia Success Stories of 2015 March
edited by Truthful L. Kindness

Full legal name is Truthful Loving Kindness
Contact info:
No phone, but Txt Msg: +1 (727) 424-8718
truthfulkindness@sbcglobal.net
tweets: @truthfulkindnes (only 1 "s")
www.facebook.com/truthful.kindness
California, USA

www.truthfulkindness.com

For PWD, I especially recommend following patient groups:

www.dementiaallianceinternational.org
www.dementiamentors.com

Other Suggested Resources for ALL:
www.dementiamentors.com/videos
www.truthfulkindness.com/links
www.purpleangel-global.com
www.truthfulkindness.com/dementia-success-stories
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